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Biological surfaces with the gradient features in micro- and nanostructures display smart wettability such as spider silk, 
beetle back, butterfly wings, and plant leaf, etc. Since spider silk collect water in mist, taking on scene of large pearly 

droplets, wehave revealed the mechanism of the cooperation between surface energy gradient and difference of Laplace 
pressure. Recently series of bioinspired fibers have been designed at micro- and nano-level by the developing novel techniques 
such as dip-coating, PSMid-coating, tilt-angle coating, electrospun and self-assembly, to combine the Rayleigh instability. 
These bioinspired fibers take on unique abilities such as the capturing of extreme hanging-drop; the directional driving of tiny 
condensed droplets on photo or temperature responsive spindle-knots and joint; the hetero-structured bead-on-string fiber 
for humidity response; the controlling of condensed droplets in directional transport in long range gradient spindle-knots. By 
integrative gradient features of surfaces between spider silk and beetle back, a kind of wettable star-shape pattern surface also 
realizes the effect water repellency rather than others. To develop the functional surface, the wettable gradients in different 
modes are fabricated on the high adhesive surface, thus the high adhesive surface realize the controlling of droplet spreading 
in directions. Otherwise, butterfly wing and plant leaf display water repellency and low-temperature superhydrophobicity. 
So, bioinspired surfaces with optimal micro- and nanostructures display distinctly anti-icing, ice-phobic and de-ice abilities. 
It is also demonstrated further that the oriented or asymmetric features on geometries at micro- and nano-level can generate 
the driving of droplets that is resulted from the surface energy gradient, in addition to the trapped-air in multi-structures at 
Cassie’s state. Especially, the superhydrophilic oriented-nanohaired surface exhibits the directional transport of drop as the 
surface is at high temperature. These studies are greatly significant to help to design the novel functional engineering surfaces.
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